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David Lane Wright
THEN I LEFT THE DANCE

Charles F. Buck, Editor
COMMENTARY

In the last three issues of THE SEQUOYA
REVIEW I have usually devoted a portion of
my comments to thanking the many people
who have helped me "put this thing
together."
There are just too many to enumerate in
this short space. I hope to get an opportunity
to thank each and every one of them
personally. If I forget anyone, I hope that
they will learn from this epistle that my
gratitude is deep and sincere. They know who
they are.
Special mention is due to Carolyn Yates
who served many long hours as Production
Editor without compensation. Because her
continuing effort and support is without a
doubt the largest individual contribution to
both the FALL 77 and SPRING 78 issues she
has been selected as Outstanding Staff
Member of the Year. Additionally, the
photographs of Alan Vandergriff, T. Fred
Miller and Major Arnold B. Williams deserve a
special note of thanks.

guy jones

As an editor, no matter what the medium, one finds oneself constantly aware of "readership" Just who is going to read the latest issue of THE SEQUOYA REVIEW, and why? The
real answer to that question is: I don't know. We have received a lot of comments about our
past issues. The majority of these comments, I am pleased to say, have been positive.
The negative comments have been mostly for minor technical problems, and most of those
from students. That's okay. I am not in an altogether objective position to judge the validity
of those criticisms, but I am in an excellent position to state that there is a definite need for
them. This magazine should be for the students and of the students. We welcome others too:
faculty, staff, alumni, hangers-on, all those many folks who make up that nebulous population
— the university community. I challenge them all to work together in an all out effort to have
a university magazine that truely reflects the artistic and creative "state of the art" at UTC. It
is fun. It is hard, usually frustrating, often thankless, occasionally maddening. But it is fun and
it is worth it.
In the spirit of my challange you will find the next two pages "open"
for you, the reader. I did not say blank or empty. They are "open" for
comments on the magazine as you read through it, or, you can fill it
with your own poetry, short story, artwork, or the first two pages of
that novel that you have been carrying around in your heart for so long.
You can, if you wish, use if for your grocery list. These two pages, like
the rest of the magazine, is a gift to you from yourselves. We enjoyed
the opportunity to wrap the package.
Thank you, it has been the best of fun.
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Lady Claire
EBONY

Sandpaper tongue,
Topaz eyes,
Fur of glistening midnight —
You defy me.
Stare at me,
Lick me,
Lie on me,
Keep me warm —
Still the answer
To your mystery
Eludes me.
Shall I accept you
as you appear to be?
Shall I probe more
Deeply? Is there
More to you than I
Know?

alan vandergriff

Am Ito know?
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LadyClaire
POE M
Formless, they leap and dance in the air.
Having color yet no substance they
Flutter on a spring breeze and
Whip about in the shuddering wind of winter.
Some are brighter than others, some lighter
More easily moved about in their
Neatly compartmentalized housing.
Still others are homeless, doomed to dance
Partnerless and alone forever.
Only rarely do my thoughts rest . . .

t. fred miller

Meredith K. Hales
"GREY GAF1DENS "

She stands on the balconies of her castle-prison
Like a long forgotten princess held captive against the years.
The sea sighs in sapphire hues, and the sea of leaves below
Sigh deeper sighs of green, dark secrets hidden far below, lost forever.
She laughs and dances in the shadowy grey gardens
Under the Spanish moss while the cats wash their whiskers
And watch with knowing eyes.
"See that portrait over there against the wall?
That's me." ( The mirror suggests otherwise, but she knows better. )
"Memories and songs are my roses now,
These are my accolades."
( The cats watch with knowing eyes, smiling. )
"I lap up my memories like a cat laps up milk."
( The cats sit, unblinking. )
"She lives on them, and throws me the scraps!
Such gaudy rags, near nakedness, I sit and watch
growing weary.
Time uses me up, you know, there is no line between the past
and the present."
( The red cat with the pointed face, watches intently, listening. )
"Time is so lost here.
The winters are unbearable, I can't stand another winter here.
The winters sigh away our needs,
And the memories are inescapable
Like the racoons, and the cats, and the fleas.
If the summers would always stay
Then I could pretend it was only a holiday."
" I can dance, you know, and sing."
She dances again in the gardens,
And the sun makes her rosy and young,
And her eyes are bright, the color of the sea
on a sunny day.
She laughs.
( And the cats watch; silently
waiting. )
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Lewis A. M. Sumberg, Ph.D.
WHY ISRAEL ?

A good deal is being said and written, these days, about Israel and the Middle East, not all of it
by people of good will, and the acrimony of much of the polemic is enough to make any
thoughtful person hesitate before becoming involved. The situation of Israel, in particular, has
been made to appear enormously complex through the creating of "problems" intended to hide
what for almost 6,000 years have been the burning issues. It is with two of the latter that this
paper is concerned and which can be summed up as follows: 1) the meaning of Israel apart from
the conventional political and historical considerations ;2) the meaning of Israel in relation to the
world in the Age of the Apostasy of the Nations. The underlying premise of what follows is that
Scripture is the living word of God and that it is to be taken seriously; little of what I have to say
will make sense to the non-believer, nor to one unfamiliar (in the broad sense) with both Old and
New Testament Judaism. Finally, I should add that while I speak for no organization, my beliefs,
thoughts and perception are fairly representative of those descended from what is assuredly the
most ancient denomination within the Church: that of Jewish Christians.
As we enter a new and accelerated phase of shuttle diplomacy between the two great powers
and their respective client states, it is apparent that some of the keenest (and some of the
meanest) minds have spared no effort to provide a solution to the "problem" which they
perceive Israel to be. It is no less apparent that even for those fair-minded persons involved in the
present deliberations, the answer seems to have eluded their grasp, and we must therefore ask
ourselves whether the means are appropriate to the nature of the "problem." An explanation
worthy of our attention has been put forth by Father Marcel J. Dubois, o.p., in his insightful
work, From the Paradoxes of Israel to the Mystery of Israel:
4. — THE DEMANDS OF THE MYSTERY
This is another way of saying that the existence and behavior of the State of Israel, as
also the Jewish condition and the present situation of Judaism, can be judged only if the
subjectivity of the Jewish soul is respected, as it were, from within. The complexity and
the convergence of all the component elements of Judaism: faith, history, religious
tradition, messianic hope, national will to live, must never be forgotten. The difficulty is
far less one of co-ordination than of rightly understanding an evolving mystery, a
mysterious destiny whose development and whose end are known only to God. This is
true of any attempt to assess not only the depth of Jewish fidelity, or the religious
mission of the Jewish people to the world, but also the very existence of Jewry as a
nation.
The question before the Christian conscience can be finally resumed thus: The people
chosen by God had a religious vocation that was to be lived out in history, a divine
destiny rooted in an historical destiny — that of a human community gathered together
as a people and called Israel. As we Christians see it, this mission was to announce the
Messiah and to prepare for Him ; it is now ended; we believe that Jesus is the Christ and
that He has fulfilled the Scriptures. His coming was the decisive act in the history of
salvation. Yet " the gifts of God are irrevocable" (Rom. XI, 29). "God has not rejected
his people whom He foreknew" (Rom. XI, 2). In all the phases of her history Israel
remains mysteriously marked by this election. What, then, is the effect of the divine
destiny on the historical destiny of the Jews, with its various developments and
experiences, and on the destiny of the State of Israel in particular?
By failing to express the question thus we deprive ourselves of the light which alone
enables Christians as well as Jews to discern the way of Providence from among the
obscure paths of events.'
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Simply stated, we have failed to consider Israel as a mystery within the theological
connotations of that term.
It is obvious that the endless
bloodshedding, boycotts, embargoes and
hijackings have failed to provide an answer,
and I do not know of a single person who
actually believes that any of the processes
conventionally available to diplomacy or to
political science will be successful in
bringing a viable solution to the impasse. I
would suggest—as has Jacques Ellul h —that
there is also a politics of God: that is, an
ordering of relationships between the
Persons of the Godhead and also, of the
relationships between the Godhead and

man. Our anguish derives from our
unwillingness to conceive of what might be
called a "theology of history ," a history
concerned with the totality of human
actions—past, present, and
future—illuminated by Divine Providence
which " .. traces, in effect, and formulates
the great lines of the simultaneous work of
God and man—a sort of fifth Gospel.'
Ancient Judaism's and the Hebrew
Church's understanding of the world was
entirely axiated upon this principle which,
alas; has been all but lost among the
Nations!
As believers we are called upon to
scrutinize the signs of the times and to
interpret them in the light of Scripture. I
believe it absolutely essential that
particularly in America and in Israel,4
where in oath of allegiance, public prayer,
and upon coin we have placed ourselves
under the hand of Heaven, we fathom the
intention of Divine Providence as concerns
Israel—"modern" Israel, the key to our
understanding of everything now
happening and of those events about to
unfold. I think we must take quite literally
the words of the Master: "Salvation is of the
Jews" (John 4: 22); it is a classic example of
what is called today a "flat statement," i.e.,
one devoid of rhetorical embellishment or
of figural meaning.
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But it is undeniable that it is prophetical.
There is therefore a real need for Gentile
believers to deepen immensely, now, their
knowledge of their spiritual roots, anchored
as they are in Judaism, and their
relationship to Israel, and the same is true
for Jewish believers. In our time many of
the latter are grappling with the relation of
the Election to Messianic hope, while
among Gentile believers the number of
Sabbath-worshipping (i.e., the ancient
Judaic Sabbath) denominations is growing
exponentially,5 and some of the most
important feasts and holy days of Judaism
(Tabernacles; Passover) are being rightly
restored to a tradition which, after all, still
refers to itself as Judaeo-Christian.
This is the year 5,738 in the Hebrew
calendar. We know that some 2,000 years
before the birth of Christ, the People of the
Election were called forth to become a
nation, if we reckon Abraham's times as
coinciding with those of Hammurabi
(Amraphel, in Genesis 14: 1): 1947 — 1905
B .C. 6 We know that part of this same
people has returned in our times to part of
the lands of its ancestors (see map). If we
think of these two events as coordinates,
there then emerges,by reference, a clear,
cyclic pattern of sojourning in the Land of
Israel, of exile from it, of bondage„
dispersion, ingathering, and of return to it.
It should be noted that a good deal of
gibberish has been put forth to "explain"
the return of the Jews to the Land of Israel
during the last century and a half: for some,
it was Herzlian Zionism which prompted
the return, while for others, it was the
impending Holocaust and its aftermath,
when in fact both were no more and no less

than the conveyor-belts, the vehicles by
means of which prophecy concerning the
return of the Jews to their land of the
Covenant, the Holy Land, Israel, has
already moved toward its glorious
fulfillment, as foretold by all the great
prophets (Hosea 3: 5; Amos 9: 8-13 ; Isaiah
11: 11-16; Jeremiah 31: 14-16; Ezekie137:
15-28; Isaiah 54:1-8; 60: 1ff.) and later by
Paulin Romans 11: 25-32:
For I would not have you
ignorant, brethern, of this mystery . .
that blindness in part has happened
in Israel, until the fulness of the
Gentiles (= their having been called)
should come in. And so all Israel
should be saved, as it is written:
"There shall come out of Sion, he
that shall deliver, and shall turn away
ungodliness from Jacob. And this to
them my covenant: when I shall take
away their sins . . . But as touching
the election, they (= the Jews) are
most dear for the sake of the
fathers./ For the gifts and the calling
of God are without repentance] For
as you also in times past did not
believe God, but now have obtained
mercy, through their unbelief;. So
these also have not believed, for your
mercy, that they (= Jews) also may
obtain mercy./ For God hath
concluded all in unbelief, that he
may have mercy on all (= Jewish and
Gentile believers).
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The eminent Carmelite theologian, Fr.
Elias Friedman, O.D.C., suggests that what
Paul is saying here, within the context of a
prophetical exegesis, is that the world will
know a time of a spiritual nothingness,
when there will have been two negations,
two disbeliefs: the first being that of the
Jews 2,000 years ago, then that of the
Gentiles 2,000 years later, after which the
Jews will be called a second time. The
apostasy of the Nations (how many
believers today among them?) has
culminated in the atheism of the Western
World, prompting many eminent Catholic
theologians to refer to it as "the
post Christian era."8 In Romans 11: 19-23,
Paul speaks of a time when we shall see the
regrafting of the natural branch (= the
people of Israel) on the natural root (= the
Land of Israel and its Faith). This is the
meaning of the return of the Jews to the
Holy Land, because this is where their roots
(human and spiritual) have ever been.
Religious Zionists believe that the return
marks the initial phase of their complete
redemption. If indeed "Salvation is of the
Jews," then the effect of their redemption
following their being restored to their
natural vine (= Israel) will be incalculable,
beyond description in human terms, and
will herald a new era in the history of
salvation
Jesus predicts the return of the Jews to
the Holy land and the re-establishment of
their rule over Jerusalem: " ... Jerusalem
will be trampled down by the pagans, until
the age of the pagans is completely over"
(Luke 21: 24; italics mine). By the latter is
meant the time of the Apostasy of the
Gentiles, foretold by Paul (Romans 11:
19-23), who clearly says that the Jews are to
be grafted back in place of the Gentiles. We
find this echoed in St. Jerome: "Their sins
occasioned the salvation of the Gentiles and
again the incredulity of the Gentiles will

occasion the conversion of Israel. You will
find both in the Apostle." (Horn. 1. Cant.
Cant.); in St. John Chrysostom: "(Seeing
the Gentiles) abusing bit by bit their grace,
God will recall a second time the Jews"
(Homily on Romans 11); and in St. Thomas
Aquinas:
What, I say, will such an admission
(of the Jews) effectuate if not that it
bring the Gentiles back to life? The
Gentiles would be the believers
whose faith has grown cold. Since
iniquity abounded, the charity of
many grows cold; or even that the
totality deceived by the Antichrist
fall, and are restored to their pristine
fervor by the conversion of the
Jews" (Comm. Ep. ad Rm. 11.
15).
From the great moralists of the Seventeenth
Century: Bossuet, Fenelon, Duguet, to such
thinkers, in our own time, as Jacques
Maritain and Jean Guiton of the Acadeinie
Franaise, there seems to be substantial
agreement concerning the Apostasy of the
Nations, the persecution of Christianity in
an age of secularism (whether of capitalism
or of communism), and the presentiment of
the End of Days. "Perhaps these are the
days foretold by Christ.* Evils will be
multiplied and the charity of many will
10
grow cold," notes Paul VI.
"The Lord remembers his covenant for
ever" (Psalm 105: 8). It is clear that the
Children of the Election (in their
Peoplehood: Land, Law, Nation) remain,
until the End of Days, at the very heart of
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God's plan for mankind, his economy of
salvation. This is the relevance of Israel and
of the place where beats her heart,
Jerusalem, because the Almighty resides
there on Mount Zion, which He has chosen
as His abode (Ps. 78: 68f; 132: 13-18),
and to which the faithful go up in frequent
pilgrimages.
Vast sums of oil-money are being spent to
pit Gentile against Jew, to tear apart the
vine which is the common patrimony of the
Children of the Inheritance and the
Children of the Adoption. A mighty
tempest (both physical and spiritual) is
shaking the Nations, the ingrafted branches
of the Gentiles. Few have held, fewer still
will remain, for "many are called (= to be
ingrafted), but few are chosen (= to
remain)." This is the present crisis of the
Church—all of its denominations—which,
correctly, has the presentiment of the
Consummation of Time. Thus the urgency
of Gentile believers coming to grips with
Mosaic Judaism as it finds its embodiment
in an Israel returned to its Holy Land: the
root which sustains all the branches. Thus
the urgency of the Jews in Israel (and those
dispersed among the Nations) coming to
grips with their identity in the light of their
own mystical experience.
From the labor-pains of the believing
minority (Gentile and Jew) will come a new
spirituality which will transform the world
as we have known it, and the Almighty will
once again say: "Well done, good and
faithful servant" (Matthew 25:
21).
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David Lane Wright
THEN I LEFT THE DANCE

Again.
Time has left
And I with it.
It seems that
When time is stopped,
I am in full character.
Yet when I am silent,
The world is a spinning
Carnival.
But when our act
Is over
And our time is
Up,
We leave together.
Time touches everyone
Differently,
The man in the
Gutter,
The girl becoming
The woman,
The boy on his knees
Crying,
Thoughts, Love
Life and Times.
How funny we are
How merry the rhymes.
The people say
That love is true.
If it is not
Then why are you?
The cards are dealt,
You play them well.
One wrong move,
Go back to ..
Friends?
Laugh, Love,
Play, Sing
And all that?
Is it over
Before it's begun
Will I ever know
What I've missed . . .
Maybe it was over before it began,
That first day, we kissed.
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Ann Redwine
FREEDOM and EQUALITY

There is a tendency in the popular press to speak as though freedom and equality don't go
together very well, that if you have one in abundance, you are unlikely to have much of the
other. While it is easy to rely on the old slogans of "Freedom, equality and fraternity!" to deny
the question, the search for a deeper answer may reward us by pointing toward a way to increase
both freedom and equality.
Arguments for the tendency of equality and freedom to cancel each other out are often based
on examples such as the Communist states of the USSR and mainland China. "You see, they
tried to have a lot of equality and ended up with no freedom." The assumption is that in order to
have real equality some dictatorship must enforce it coercively. This implies that otherwise
people will always naturally have unequal property and income. That one person getting a lot
more than another, usually by over charging or exploitation, is a natural result of normal
behavior has been challanged by everyone of much note from Jesus Christ to Erich Fromm.
Greed by any other name is hardly a characteristic to be assigned to the natural man. The
enlightment thought is that reason would prevail and keep greed and violence from overcoming
the citizen of a democracy.
It is only in the last fifty or so years that affluence and consumerism have made greed a virtue.
The resulting pollution, waste and energy and resource scarcity are rapidly overwhelming us. The
grabbing of-more than enough by some people while others do without and sometimes starve is
not something we are going to long allow. The question is still can we have both full equality and
freedom. We can see that it depends partly on how we use that freedom.
Ronald Dworkin in a recent book, Taking Rights Seriously, makes the unexpected argument
that freedom or civil liberty is basically the same as equality. He says that if you analyze
legitimate rights or liberties you will find that they resolve themselves into the principles of equal
treatment and the right to be treated as an equal. The rights to free speech, press, assembly and
even due process will all come under these rights to equal treatment and to being treated as an
equal. Freedom therefore exactly corresponds to equality. The USSR seems to have little real
equality or freedom, but that is most likely the fault of a tyrannical political system flowing from
Czarist times rather than the fault of equality.
There is the lurking question of whether there is any such thing as real freedom. The
behaviorists imply that everything is determined from the past and that we are conditioned to act
in certain ways which we cannot change. That science depends upon predictable cause and effect
sequences and that social science would be easier if this was all determined is undeniable. The
difference is seen, however, if we contrast a billiard ball being struck by the stick with a person
being poked in the face by someone else's finger. The movement of the ball is predictable
exactly. It will move in a set direction at a speed determined by the way it was hit. The person, on
the other hand, may move either toward the person with the finger at a more or less rapid rate
giving him a poke in the jaw. Or, he may run away in the opposite direction, or toward the nearest
door. He may stand perfectly still but move his lips rapidly in any of a hundred or so different
ways. There are almost as many alternatives for reactions to situations as there are people! There
may very well be things in the person's past that will make them more inclined to act one way
than another, but it is still a person's choice and it can often be different from the expected
because the person realizes this freedom to choose.
There is the other question of whether there can be real equality. "No one is ever really equal
or should be," the conservative is likely to say. Do they really understand that equality doesn't
mean sameness? Six plus six over 2 is not the same as six even if certainly equal to it. Even if there
are some inequalities of size or other such measurable matters, we can still have equality of rights,
property and money. Money and other things can be divided into equal portions and distributed
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in many ways, such as a negative income tax.
The extreme conservative may come back with the old allegation that we already have equal
opportunity and this should take care of equality. Still there is a strange equality of opportunity
between a janitor and a manager. Do we really have equal opportunity? If a college education that
is rather mediocre costs $500 a year and an excellent educational experience costs $3,000 per year,
how does the son of a family with a $5,000 a year income have equal opportunity with the son of
a family with $30,000 a year? If a vacation trip to Congress and the Washington museums is
educational and enriching for children, how does the child of a family with a camper and
$20,000 a year have equal opportunity with the child whose father only makes $4,000 a year,
has no camper or even a tent and a car? The examples could extend endlessly. In a society that
must pay for so many services and things, unequal income leads necessarily to unequal
opportunity.
Would equalized incomes be possible with freedom? The rigid and grasping people are unwilling
to give anything away. There seems to be little difference however, between equalizing incomes
and paying our present prescribed income tax once a year. With a tax distribution, the amounts
could be worked out to equalize incomes using a sliding scale that takes into account family size.
It would seem fairly simple to administer and to make little other difference in the way the
government would act toward citizens. It would not mean that throughout the rest of the year
you couldn't spend this income exactly as you choose and live and act in your own way. This
should still certainly be freedom.
Why not equal income? It is only a convention that the amount of money we have to spend is
any indication of status or some result of virtuous productivity. It is again mainly affluent
consumerism that says the more you spend the better you are. Franklin would turn in his grave if
told that this was what American freedom would lead to.
There is the old saw about the rich needing their extra money as capital for investment. Money
for investment purposes, however, need never be mixed in with income, but should be taken
directly from the income from products or services before any one's pay is figured. There is no
reason for its being paid out as income to individuals and then collected back willy nilly as
investment. It is already usually taken out this way and put back into the business in most
corporations now.
Of course if one person has a great idea and wants to do something special and extra, they may
make more than others, but this could be worked out at income tax time with little trouble. At
least with equality they would have an equal chance with anyone else in getting the capital to
carry out new ideas. What's wrong with this or should some of us be "more equal than others?"
Freedom and equality can enlarge and augment each other in a way that can neutralize the big
consumer push which leaves us deprived of enough energy, bogged down with pollution, waste
and the dangers of shortages of all kinds of resources. Equality can lead to more freedom and
environmental security as well.

k
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Andrea Hales-Chamberlin
"THE HAPPY WARRIOR DIED LAUGHING "

Your body lies — cold
your spirit has flown
And the nation shall mourn
Black and white together
weeping
a river of sorrow bearing your body to the grave
and your spirit toward the light
that has guided and illumined your life
and this nation
because of you
Speaking when no one else dared
of the needs of the black people
of the needs of the poor
You were the heart and soul
of your party
and your nation
A man who has been accused of loving too deeply
and fighting too long
When we heard of your final fight
with cancer (the spectre of death)
I knew in my heart that this struggle
would bring you to the door of death and beyond
"Bottled death" you called the inevitable, innumerable treatments
And as your body grew gaunt
with the certainty of your passing
My heart grew silent in despair
Following you step by painful step
to the moment of your last surrendering breath
When I heard that you were dead
My spirit struggling mightly within me
bolted as if to follow you
into the all-encompassing light
that now soothed your tired soul
Crumbling, I faced the spectre of a nation without heart
and the cold soulless personal life I had built
and I trembled in the cold darkness
of your leave-taking
I tasted the bitter edge of death
sobbing brokenly
I mourned the passage of a truly great man
of a national era of hope and pain
and of my own youthful visions and struggles
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Your life was the external mirror
of my own passions and tears
And so your death was my own rite of passage
into an era and a nation
where we each must fashion our own dreams
and struggle each in our own lives
for justice, truth, personal and national honor,
Once again the torch has been passed
and it is up to you (who read this)
and to me
and to this nation
to bear that torch with honor and mercy
so that this country may inflame the world
with the truth of our national vision
and we become at last
truly one nation under God
with liberty and justice for all
Hubert Horatio Humphrey, I love you
and mourn your death as a personal loss
your life and your death
have transformed my own
Thank you for your honor and your tenderness
The torch has been passed
may you rest in peace.

Friday, January 13,1978
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Clay Sellers
CERTAMEN

Man-Creature rose with the sun and silently ended his camp. He set out, not looking back, but
walking quickly on strong and sinuous legs, made healthy in years of training. Dew dried and
grasses grew brittle under the burning eyes of the tyrant sun. Man-Creature's breathing became
labored in the late afternoon as his lungs took in more dust than clean air. He left the mountain
quickly.
Green colors and life were left behind with Man-Creature's people on the mountain. They had
been allowed to keep the good land many seasons, and time for contest had arrived again. A
battle must take place between Man-Creature and some fighter from the brown people, who had
existed in the desert for as many seasons as Man-Creature's people had held the mountain.
Man-Creature had trained long for this battle, and he felt ready. His bow arm was strong. He
could hurl his spear far and true to mark. None could handle a knife as well as Man-Crbature.
Readiness was as much a part of him as caution.
He was glad for his readiness, and began to dwell upon his caution as he neared the Arena. The
Arena, a deep canyon accessible only through one small cave, was lonely, solid, and uncaring. It
had seen much blood over many years, and waited now only for the battle to be finished.
Man-Creature tightened his grip on the spear and felt for his bow and knife. He crawled into the
cave.
The cave opened enough to permit Man-Creature to stand and look about. Excitement welled
up in him and expanded, just as the width of the opening grew. Slowly, his bow came from his
shoulder, and was fitted with the strong and straight shaft of an arrow. On the crumbling, rocky
slope to the right of the cave's opening, Man-Creature detected movement. Releasing a short
breath, he lept against the opposite wall of the opening and let the arrow fly.
Swiftly, it flew to the rock wall, imbedding itself in soft dirt which lay under a shadow.
Man-Creature winced as he realized that the movement had been only a shadow. In the same
instant, the Enemy's arrow pierced his right breast, bringing blood and sharp pain. As
Man-Creature threw himself down and rolled to the bottom of the hill, snapping off the tail of
the arrow that jutted from his chest, he cursed the stupidity which had brought such pain and
told himself to do much better, lest he die quickly. His bow remained behind, still in the opening
of the cave, though the arrows strapped to his thigh still encumbered him.
Man-Creature wasted no time in gaining cover once he had reached the base of the slope. The
jungle was thick, and the rocks between him and the trees were plentiful. As he darted froth
behind the rocks to the cool greenness of the trees and pushed through the undergrowth, hb
gripped the straight shaft of his spear, and was thankful that he had not dropped it. His spear was
faithful. It was a trusted part of his arm.
He felt the tenseness of anticipation in his belly. This was the kind of combat for which he had
trained many years. The jungle was familiar to him, and he began to search for the proper spot to
ambush the Enemy. He travelled for hours through the jungle, until ihe had covered the entire
floor of the canyon. In the center, its heart, was a spring, set low among a grove of trees. He
proceeded to the spring and intensely began to look about. Next to the largest path that lead to
the spring, he strapped his knife to a small plant, blade pointing toward the path, and bent the
plant back, fixing a tripline across the path. His chest was on fire. The pain grew.
He chose a large tree which over-looked the spring, and crawled into the lower branches. He
turned to face the water, and began to wait, spear in hand, knowing that the Enemy must come.
The Enemy came early the next day, slinking along the path under the trees. As it neared the
tripline, it hesitated, searching the area with intent eyes. Slowly, it moved its feet, setting:off the
tripline. Man-Creature had underestimated the Enemy's quickness, for the knifeblade only
slashed its upper left thigh as it lept back. The Enemy disappeared into the trees as Man-Creature
readied to throw his spear.
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The bubbling of the water in the center of the spring at first seemed the only noise. Slowly, the
sounds of the jungle, from noises of big beasts of prey to tiny animal sounds, began to dance into
Man-Creature's ears. The clear blue of the spring reflected the tiny bursts of sun that fought
through the foliage. As he watched, the movements of the water animals became apparent, as
many ants will appear after the sighting of a single ant. The pain in Man-Creature's chest became
intense.
Man-Creature fought off a groan, as time slowly passed. Night fell, and a wind began to play
across Man-Creature's hot face. Quite a while passed, bringing the sounds of the night animals.
The blackness of the dark seemed almost solid, as if some omniscient beast had settled over the
earth. Man-Creature felt he could not move even a little in any direction.
Suddenly, Man-Creature detected a sound in the underbrush beneath him. He wanted to stop
his labored breathing as he recognized the form of the Enemy moving toward the spring from
directly below him. The Enemy's head moved back and forth slowly, combing the trees and the
underbrush. Man-Creature watched the hunched figure move to the spring and bend over, filling
some container. Man-Creature's spear raised slowly and centered on the back of the Enemy. He
leaned forward. The Enemy abruptly stopped filling the container. It raised itself slightly, and
turned its rigid body slowly. It raised its head until Man-Creature could see the eyes gazing at
him. Both warriors remained motionless for a tense moment. Suddenly, the Enemy swiftly fitted
its bow with an arrow and fell to its left knee, preparing to shoot. Though injured, Man-Creature
shot his right arm forward and hurled his spear.
The spear caught the Enemy in the center of the body, continuing through to extend from the
back. The Enemy dropped its bow, moaned softly, and tumbled backwards into the spring. The
noise of the conflict seemed to have disturbed the peace of the night. Man-Creature hoped that
the night had not been angered. The pain in his chest was great, and he let slip a heavy groan.
The sun crept over the canyon, chasing
the grumbling night away again. Greenness
and life again rose with the morning mists.
Man-Creature woke and glanced down at
the once clear blue spring. Now red, it had
been colored by the blood of the Enemy.
Man-Creature leaned back against the trunk
of the tree, and settled into tired relief.
Once again he began to notice the sounds of
the jungle. The pain in his chest seemed less
this morning. A sigh came from between his
lips.
On the third day, Man-Creature died.
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THE SEQUOYA REVIEW is published twice a year. It is designed to encourage and maintain a
rising level of literary and artistic creativity at the University and to help to maintain a high
degree of intellectual awareness, artistic appreciation, independent thinking and cultural
achievement.
The opinions expressed or implied by the individual contributors are their own and not
necessarily those of THE SEQUOYA REVIEW , its Staff, or The University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga.
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Lisa Porta
COLLECTION

Inventory
He left—
The folder of papers under his arm,
to peruse them at his leisure.
Various sizes and shapes of jotted notes
and metered lines,
And thoughts rhythmically construed to
imply particular sagas;
A twinge of — of what — as he made his
privileged request.
As recompense for such a thought
she offered her only copies.
He left—
The folder of feelings under his arm,
to peruse them at his leisure.
She turned to shove her heart back into
its cabinet—
And wondered how to fill the empty files.

The Moth

Enticed, ensnared by
flame's delight,
alert, yet
unmindful
of its
end.
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The Best of Fun
My uncle, he was always the best of fun. When nobody'd let me sit in their laps, he always
would. One time, I got car-sick and made Daddy mad; but, Uncle, he held me and said it was all
right, cause he got car-sick, too (only, he said much worse).
Uncle liked parties. He and my dad were a lot alike. They both married pretty women (only
Aunt was tinier than Mom); and they both had-two kids (only my cousins, they were smarter
than us); and they both had big houses (only Uncle, he had a much bigger one). And Uncle and
my dad, they drank this yellowy-brown, burnin' stuff. I snuck a sip when Daddy wasn't looking.
Course Uncle, he wouldn 'eve cared—he was the best of fun.
We haven't seen Uncle in a long time.
I heard M om and Grandmom whisperin'. Quit when I walked in. Grandmom wiped somethin'
out of her eye. Said it was a shame it couldn't be kept a secret. She must've forgot I already
learned about Santa Claus—she forgets a lot cause she's old. You know, there really isn't one, a
Santa Claus.
We haven't seen Uncle in a long time. Mom says he's movin', but Aunt isn't goin' with him.
Guess she likes the big house, doesn't want a new one. His kids, they're dumber than I thought,
don't seem to want to go either. Uncle isn't even goin' to work at the same place.
Last we heard of Uncle was when he called one night. It was cold—so cold I could write my
name on the window. That's when Daddy stopped drinkin' that yellowy, burnin' stuff. Threw it
in the sink Had to run hot water to take away the smell. Threw the bottles out back. I saved
one—put a flower in it, but it died. Why'd Mom cry anout broken bottles?
We haven't seen Uncle in a long time, not since Daddy stopped likin' that stuff. Guess Daddy
wasn't really much like him after all. Too bad —he was always the best of fun.
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Paul Ricketts
AND THERE IS NO ABIDING PLACE

t. fred miller

A monk asked, "Where is the
abiding place for the mind?"
"The mind, "answered the master,
"abides where there is no abiding."
"What is meant by there is no
abiding?"
"When the mind is not abiding in
any particular object, we say that it
abides where there is no abiding."
"What is meant by not abiding in
any particular object?"
"It means not to be abiding in the
dualism of good and evil, being and
non being, thought and matter; it
means not to be abiding in emptiness
or in non-emptiness, neither in
tranquility nor in non-tranquility.
Where there is no abiding place, this
is truly the abiding place for the
mind."
An Introduction to Zen Buddhism
--D. T. Suzuki

"In lieu of attending the next group therapy session you are requested to go to the Ourosburo
Museum and Art Gallery. Attached you will find a list of items which you are to observe in detail.
Please do not vary from this list, either in the order in which you observe the items or in the items
which you observe. This experience has proven extremely beneficial to many members of our
group and we feel that your progress td,date indicates that you too have reached the plateau at
which you will hopefully benefit from this visit. It is expected that this experience will point out
to you some of the areas in which you have been at variance with reality, and in so doing will also
make you cognizant of the solutions to these problems. The purpose of your visit is of course the
same as the purpose of our group: to aid you in seeing the world again as others do. Please record
your feelings and thoughts so that we may discuss them at the next group meeting."
As he stood before the entrance to the
stark white concrete building, he read the
mimeogaphed sheet for the fifth time. The
instructions seemed simple enough;
nevertheless, he could not help but wonder
just what to expect and what in turn was
expected of him. He looked from the paper
in his hand to the building before him. Its
massive walls were very flat and very white
and hung very heavily against the blue sky.
As he looked the walls seemed to waver
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against his gaze, almost as if they were
moving and would soon fall to crush him
beneath the weight of the knowledge which
they contained inside. This illusion was for
an instant so real that he quickly scrambled
backwards in order to avoid the falling
building. His abrupt retreat was solidly
stopped with a thump, however, for in his
haste to escape the descending walls, he had
backed into a statue which stood unnoticed
behind him, and been knocked to the
ground. The force of the blow apparently
signaled the return of his senses, for when
he looked to the building again, curiously
enough, it was still. Picking himself up from
the concrete, he turned to see the
obstruction to which he owed his debt; it
was a metal sculpture of an Indian sitting
astride a weary horse, both of whom had
heads down. A small metal template bore
the title, "The End of the Journey."
Gradually, as he stood and examined the
piece of sculpture, his composure returned.
Although he still would occasionally cast a
leary side-long glance at the offending walls,
slowly his fear subsided; it suddenly
occured to him that his non-sensical
movements might have been seen by other
people. There were several people scattered
through out the near-by parking lot and
terrace, any of whom might have chanced
to observe his faux pas. One couple in
particular seemed to be watching him and
whispering to each other. It made him feel
as if his carefully constructed veneer had
been stripped away and now he stood naked
before them.

arnold b. williams

He wanted to be away from those prying eyes. Quickly he crossed the entry way and pushed
open the door and entered the building. Still, behind him, even with the door closed, even
through the massive concrete walls, he could hear them continue to whisper about him. He
handed his money to the woman at the ticket desk and entered the turnstile into the gallery. The
lady at the ticket desk had smiled at him ;he had questioned the reason for her smile and had not
returned it. He wondered if she too would whisper once he had gone.
Again he looked at the sheet of paper. It was damp now from being clutched in his hand. The
first item on the list was a painting simply entitled "Forest Scene." He found the painting in a
near-by small gallery and stood for a moment looking at it and wondering what to expect from it.
He wished that he could disappear into that painting, become it, become something foreign,
alien, become it, and by so doing cut himself off from all that was himself. And more and more as
he visualized the static forest scene, he did become it.
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Dark dampness. Gloom shifting now,
from
sun-pushed out of the way
behind a cloud warm shafts, through leaves,
through moving brook bubble
hungry now, up from the depth t ocatch a
waiting for what (they talk of
fly
time )—I circle on myself, decay birth,
where?
beginnings and endings,
caw . . . . too loud and a shotgun will cure
your noise disturber of silence (they say, as
embracing
if it were their silence)
wind flow through me I float to earth
before my time leaf to turn other
decay enrichen decay enrichen decay
enrichen decay enrichen to
d ie is t olive wasamwillbeinprimativedepth.
Standing atop the highest peak in the
Appalachians once, he had heard a near-by
man turn to his wife and say, "Would you
look at that? Why it's as pretty as a picture."
sending it skidding down a long tunnel at
speed as if sucked by a vacuum cleaner. He
decided to go outside and look at the river
from the rear patio which he saw through
the great glass doors.
It was the first time he had been here and
he was surprised to see open farmland and
trees stretching out across on the other side
of the river. He had expected thin-shelled,
quickly-constructed buildings. The
unanticipated scene before him was
pleasant, however. Cherokee Indians had
lived here at one time. He could imagine
their being here, walking the fields, fording
the sometimes swollen river in canoes,
casually, pausing to look with awe at the
massive bluffs about them without
wondering how they might move them out
of their way.
Thinking of thier loss of home made him
sad, and in his sadness he turned away.
Behind him and to the sides he saw that the
patio was enclosed by a rather
extraordinary fence. Its twisting and
grotesque shape was like that of some
primeval kudzu vine which surrounded
some sort of evil garden of Eden and would
eventually creep in upon it and smother it
to death.

mooed b. williams

The sight of the fence began to smother
him, so again he turned to look at the river's
smooth peaceful flow. Its placid chocolate
surface seemed to beckon him to join it. For
long moments he considered propelling
himself far outward from the balcony to
float down, down, down to meet the river
and join with it; indeed, he felt almost
compelled to do it, wanted to do it more
than anything he had ever done before in his
life, not because he wanted to die, which he
knew would probably happen but simply
because he wanted the freedom of doing
this totally arational thing. But he alSo
knew that he could not and would not,
would not because of what those people
back in there would think, could not
because of what those people out there
would do to him, would lock him up, lock
him up because what he had done had no
purpose. Had no purpose for them at least.
So he left the river and returned inside.
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Standing beside the door for a moment, he debated on which way to go next. To his right was a
laige room filled with what looked to be soap sculptures of some sort of primal animals. He
decided against looking at these, choosing instead to take the narrow circular stairwell which lay
directly in front of him and led to a lower floor. The stairwell was completely enclosed by round
concrete walls. It was dark inside, darker than either its entrance or exit, and he sat for a while on
one of the steps to enjoy this warm privacy. The silence of this enclosure was so intense that it
seemed as if he could hear his own heartbeat. He lay his head against the wall and closed his eyes
for a moment to float in this solitude. He felt safe here, safe and protected, so safe in fact that he
was willing to confront the closed-eyed visions to which he had been given lately.
Sure enough they came, sitting in his
now dark consciousness bathed in brilliant
light. The vision he saw was of himself,
himself as he really was, not as he appeared
to others. He was a smooth clear water
pitcher, whose only flaw was a crack which
ran the length of one side. A stream of water
filled the pitcher to the brim, and the
pressure of the steam swelled its sides to
bursting, finally gently separating the flaw
in the side and, pouring in a smooth clear
stream out of the rent. The stream of water
became untroubled now, unbroken and
constantly flowing, empty of self, no longer
in danger of becoming stagnant.

Having severed this floating cord, he no
longer needed to remain ensconced in that
vertical tunnel. He stood and descended the
few remaining steps, and left the stairwell.
As he closed the door, he dropped the paper
in his hand. It was then that he realized that
he had not been following the list. He
picked it up from the floor, and followed
the items until he came to the last one on
the list. It was labeled simply "Science." He
did not understand what this meant, and
wandered through the balls for a few
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No sooner had this problem been solved, than the vision disappeared to be replaced by
another. The image this time was of a tree, a huge tree, standing upside down with its roots
reaching to the heavens and its branches growing downward into the earth. The roots were
becoming dried and shriveled from the intense heat of the sun and the tree seemed in danger of
dying, until suddenly, again, above the tree appeare d the cracked pitcher; its sparkling flowtof
pure water splashed on the roots to once again give the tree life. Blooms grew now from those
branches which were exposed, and then fruit, which fell to be caught by pairs of waiting hands
below. With the falling of the fruit, he was banished from the vision, and opened his eyes once
again.

arnold b. williams

moments trying to find something with
which he could relate this. Finally, he
entered a small, dimly lit room which
immediately became flooded with light.
Standing in the center of the room,
surrounded by a battery of spotlights, was a
plastic pedestal, atop which sat a large black
microscope. The pedestal was labeled
simply "Science." The spotlights were
above it and all around it, shining on it from
every conceivable angle, bathing it in an
artificial light of such blinding intensity
that it was impossible to see anything else.
Such a majestic sight would have, in others,
he supposed, inspired a reverence for this
object. But he approached the microscope
feeling not the least bit of trepidation, and
put his eye to the groundgl ass eyepiece.

A veritable c ornic op ia of sights appeared beneath the lens and paraded before him.
Simultaneously there was a panorama of objects and patterns and cycles. They appeared at first
in a magnitude of the first sort, but gradually became broken down into their more and more
diminishing parts, until finally they were merely a swirling mass of protons. For others the sight
would probably have been hypnotic. He smiled. He was ready to leave now. As he walked away,
he turned and looked back over his shoulder. The lights had dimmed again, and without their
harsh glare the microscope seemed to have diminished in size.
The sun was setting as he exited the building. He had been there longer than he had thought. He
paused on the side balcony for a moment to again look at the river. He saw the river differently
this time; he saw that what he had taken to be current patterns was in fact a greasy film of
chemicals and filth. The river was backing up on itself now in the failing light of the sunset; soon
enough the river would be dead. As he walked away, he sang.
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The Story Teller
ALL ALONE

Time bears heavily,
Minutes idle by,
and on and on
goes the melodic chain
of the memory
of your voice.
A tune comes gently soft, like a dream and sings a song
of a late, stolen night:
"We're all alone."
All alone ...
All through that evening,
when you held me
and kissed me,
the softness of your eyes
and your touch
warmed my thoughts.

Russell Anne Swafford
VERSE URGENCY

Tapping
tapping at my brain

The song drifts on by,
growing dimmer a song sung once.
the words evade me;
they come back,
then they fade.

Dripping
out a dull refrain
Like
a slowly channeled rain
Dribbles
forth the verse insane.

I long to see you
but my foe is time,
minutes and hours.
It ticks off so slowly
the number of days
'til we're again
all alone.

mary decosimo
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charles williamson

Dawn T. Corlew
SOLITAIRE

The shell
which lies so only on the sand
will,
in his own time,
be picked up and taken home
to some child's
sandbox
or
will be placed in some beachcomber's shell
collection, there to wait
and wait
and wait
and wait
for something he does not know.

page forty

Steve Hating
SUBWAY
amid b. wilhams
Crawling off of a seventy-six dollar
Greyhound at 3 A.M., my earlier
excitement had bled like a Madras hat in the
rain into acute apprehension. The Big Apple
seemed to be infested with vermin;it was
Egypt in the wake of Moses. There were
bodies of decaying winos and other useless,
unwanted old men strewn like soldiers on
the plains of Megiddo. The whole area stank
of vomit and urine.
I walked from the bus depot down a long,
dimly lit hallway to the subway terminal.
Choosing one of the lockers, the rows of
which lined the hallway on both sides, I
placed my backpackin and lockedit,I
hoped, safely inside. I put the key in rny
pocket and noticed the face of my watch
greenly glowing. I quickly took my
note-pad from the inside of my coat and
wrote: Babylon, Bellona,
Shinar—confusion gives birth to revelation.
With tears in my eyes I turned to my left
and staggered toward the low archway at
the end of the hall, above which read: TO
SUBWAY. Not really knowing where I
wanted to go I half-ran, fell down the steps
and ended upon a landing with several gates
and a token-booth. Token in hand and no
destination in mind I boarded the first train
up.
At first I thought I was the only passenger
but I soon realized differently. Seated to
my left was a crumpled old man with
terribly dirty clothes and grotesque open
sores on his face. He raised his head but he
didn't see me; his glassy stare passed right
through me.

Scott leach
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It was at that moment that I perceived another man, who was in the vacant car behind mine. He
was screaming something about the "coming of the Lord." I tried to look away from him but my
eyes were riveted; he was gesturing at, pointing to and chiding empty seats. When his eyes caught
mine, he froze. With a start, he walked from that car without speaking; his maroon suit and red
tie clashing iridescently. All at once he seemed to burst through the door. Raising his arms above
his head, Bible in hand, he said, "Thank you Lord ; for ye have shown me one as yet untouched by
this woeful wickedness." Having said this, he lowered his arms and attempted a smile, I was
astonished by his grimacing visage; his jagged teeth were ivory white, completely incongruous
with the somber hue of his face.
"I am the Reverend Keres; are you lost, my son?" Before I could answer, he said, "Of course
you are; you're here aren't you?" He then took a deep breath, as if he was about to deliver another
one of his gesticulative tirades, and said, "Get out of the darkness, Son of God. You must be a
creature of the day, 'Be sober, and put on the breastplate of faith and love.' "
His eyes flashing, he began to laugh dreadfully, shrieking as though he had been mortally
wounded. Suddenly, he stopped, turned to look back the way he had come, and without saying
another word, he went back into that empty car and resumed the interrupted sermon.
Released from his mysterious, hypnotic spell, I finally became aware of the woman seated
across from me. She wore a sequined gown and was with her son, who was dressed in a cowboy
suit complete with holster, gun and a black mask. The woman never acknowledged my presence
or 'that of the verbose Reverend, but she began to scold her son vociferously and in vain. He had
started toward me in typical gunfighter fashion which would have been cute if it hadn't been for
his eyes; they were the eyes of a murderer. The woman screamed his name, and said she was going
to take his gun from him if he didn't behave. He then turned on her and exclaimed loudly, "Get
your stupid hands off of me, you ugly bitch; I'll break your damn fingers." She grabbed his arm,
slapped his face so hard that it knocked his hat off and then threw' him into the seat beside her.
All this time, I had been watching intently but discreetly and with amazement. I now wanted
off of this train so that she might execute her little murderer in private but it continued onward
to its destination with a speed I would not have believed possible.
A beer can kept rolling back and forth in the aisle amid the cigarette butts, ashes, hard chewing
gum wads and something that resembled a soggy, wet cracker. The subway seemed to be a
glorified garbage truck, hauling human refuse to the dump; the dump, however, was the heart of
the city.
Abruptly, the car stopped. I got up, turned to the woman, who for the first time, looked back
at me; I could hear, in the background, the Reverend still berating his congregation. The woman
was older than I had originally thought, her make-up was smeared and her dress was frayed and
worn thin in places. She said, "I hope you don't get the wrong impression ;he's really a good kid."
I said something like, "Sure," as I stumbled out of the car.
My heart was pounding painfully in my throat as I stood, alone, on the walkway and watched
the train disappear swiftly in the blackness of the tunnel. Music was being exhaled from the
hollow darkness to my right; sunlight was streaming down the steps which lead up to the city. I
took out my note-pad, once again, and wrote: Waking from a dream into the not-so-harsh light of
reality.
Slowly making my way ,up the steps, the morning sounds of the city were beckoning to me;
calling forth the Lazarus within me, and restoringmy life.
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Nancy Jo Hampson
SEASCAPE

My mind has been a whirlpool of muddy gray ideas
always spinning 'round and 'round but going nowhere.
Oh, I waited at the beach. I built castles in the sand
but I only found the sea and felt the salt air.
I was hoping for a bottle full of wisdom, packed with truth
to roll up on the shore and lead the way.
But dawn's lazy fingers finally found their way
across the sky,
tugging in another crashing, foaming day.
It may have been the gulls I heard
although it sounded like your words
that love may ebb and flow and drift away,
but the sun and sand and sky will always stay.
Well, now the ocean's wide enough for all my ships to sail
- I thank the birds and also you for that.
No more peering in placid silver tidal pools for me.
I've got a boat to guide and many lands to sail to.
But before I go, just one more time
press your salt sprayed lips to mine
and my tears will trickle down and launch my boat.
And let your smile tumble across the sun streaked water
to me
(Like the first time.)
and my sighs will be enough to fill her sails.
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Trish Hyler
RE-VISIONS

Put a crayon into a poet's hand
And he'll revise the world
Until the cold, hard, factual truth
Melts into bathtub dreams.
Ask him /he knows
A mother's good night kiss
Will help prevent atomic war
And make all bullets miss.
Ask him I, he knows
A bowl of rice well shared
Will feed the starving multitude
Because one person cared.
Ask him / he knows
God's address upon the chart—
Presently residing incognito,
Right Atrium, Human Heart.
Ask him anything I he'll say he knows
The earth is square, not round,
For he stumbled over the edge one day
And a crayon was all he found.
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Christofer Francis Blu
PORTFOLIO

Introspective

From the trickle
of malted milk
through my silk
moustache - the tickle,
and the laughter
that is after
me
runs free
while
I choke
on my own joke
behind my smile
and wonder why
no one can see
the me
behind my eye.

alan vandergriff
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t. fred miller

The Son

Only if
Only if it had not rained,
maybe things wouldn't have been the same . .
If that girl hadn't met that fella
in the rain, using a doorway for an umbrella,
two people, meet and care,
pushed together by a need simply shared.
"Who are you?"
"Yes — I'm lonely, too."
Two, talking about us,
missing the bus,
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walking,
talking
all the while,
enjoying the new-found smile
of knowing someone else
— other than self.
"Do you live nearby?"
"So do I."
"No, I won't forget
to visit."
A gentleman caller,
felling more manly, taller,
standing next to this creature
of lovely face and feature.
The hours and days
pass away
quicker than they can stand,
he asks for her hand:
"I would be
so very happy ...

"If you would ...
"I mean if you could

— aw, you know what I want to say . "
It rained on their wedding day.
And for a time
the sun shined
on these two
who never really knew
what they would become,
so in love — so young.
The days apart were long,
but the song
of their nightly pleasure
brought sweetness, impossible to measure,
and their joy
gave them a brown-haired boy
with eyes that looked blue.
"I love you."

he had said
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ruth ann daniel buck

as they lay in bed
together
oblivious to the weather
outside, wet and cold,
she had been told
these words before
— but no more ...
"I'm going to be late."
"No, don't wait
up for me."
"I won't be ...
" ... home tonight."
The first fight.
and so it went,
their life (lives) spent
back and forth
— south, north,
west, east —
the man becoming beast
and the lady disappeared
into the wasteland of years.
Alone.
At home
where the child
grew wild
and in a hurry
causing his mother much worry.
"Why aren't you like
all the other tykes?"
"Why aren't you the same?".,
"I was born in the rain ... "
was all he had said.
And that night, by the bed,
as he watched them
like so many other women and men
take out their need,
fulfilling their greed ;
he mistook ecstasy for pain
and looked out the window
at the rain ...
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"What's wrong with that kid,
what did ... "
"Shhh! He'll hear ... "
as she struggled/snuggled near
her man.
She didn't know or understand
either, but
what
could you
do?
No one really knows
what made him go
off the deep end.
What would send
such a quiet man of tender age
on a rampage?
A strange phone call
was all
the police had to go on that day.
One of them would later say:
"It's sad."
"A good boy turned bad."
"What possible motive could there be
to kill an entire family?"
"It's strange."
. . . and they carried
the corpses away
in the rain . . .

page fifty

When I read her words
I thought I heard
an often sung song
of so long
ago,
a song that I know
must mean almost as much
as the soft touch
of her hand.
"Let come what can,"
she says, and then
no matter what we might be
- we will be free.
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